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1 Introduction

The literature on matching markets, where transactions occur on the basis of the availability

and preferences of the participants, has developed into two strands. One strand seeks to

develop a centralized mechanism where matches are assigned on the basis of preference

rankings provided by participants (e.g., Roth 1984; Abdulkadiroglu et al. 2009; Baccara

et al. 2020). A second strand of the literature studies the functioning of decentralized

markets where participants are free to interact within the bounds of a protocol that regulates

transactions (e.g., Ochs and Roth 1989; Kriss et al. 2013; Milgrom and Segal 2020). Our

paper belongs to the second strand and addresses the understudied topic of the design of

multilateral bargaining markets.

We design a laboratory experiment based on a simple trading game, which goes as follows.

For a given transaction, the values for the players are either positive (i.e., a benefit), negative

(i.e., a cost), or zero. During the game, players have the opportunity to place or revise bids

according to a given bargaining protocol described below. Bids can be positive (i.e., offers)

or negative (i.e., requests). A transaction occurs only if the final sum of bids is strictly

positive (i.e., the amount offered is strictly above the amount requested). In this case, each

player gains the difference between her value and the bid she placed, and the leftover worth

goes to a the auctioneer. If the transaction does not occur, the parties make zero gains. For

example, say a transaction has value -5 for i and +10 for j, meaning that, if the transaction

occurs, i incurs a cost of 5 while j derives a benefit of 10. We call i a seller and j a buyer. If

the final bids are −6 and +8 respectively (i.e., i requests 6 while j offers 8), the transaction

takes place since the sum of bids 8 − 6 = 2 > 0, player i gains −5 + 6 = 1, player j gains

10 − 8 = 2. The sum of bids (2 units), which represents the value not appropriated by the

players, is collected by the auctioneer.1

Our experimental design consists in an interactive trading floor populated by multiple

agents playing the game described above. Each player is involved in multiple transactions

simultaneously. The design has two main features. First, we keep both values and bids

private and no communication is allowed. Operationally, this is implemented through a

silent and automated auctioneer who soaks up the difference between the buying and selling

price, as in McAfee (1992). Assuming private information about values is both common and

realistic for many transactions. We go one step up by enforcing private information on bids

as well. This feature, that we name covert bargaining, is essential to the novel bargaining

1Since we impose that the sum of bids must be strictly positive for a transaction to take place, there
is at least a minimal fee of 1 unit going to the auctioneer when a transaction occurs. In this example, an
additional unit is appropriated by the auctioneer on top of his minimal fee.
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protocols we propose.2 It allows us to abstract from considerations related to fairness: players

ignore the amount of surplus generated in each transaction and who appropriates it.3 In our

earlier example, players are not aware that the transaction would have taken place even if

i raised her request (−7 rather than −6, increasing her gain by 1 unit) or if j lowered her

offer (7 rather than 8, increasing her gain by 1 unit).

Second, we limit our attention to independent transactions. This allows us to abstract

from congestion and competition considerations, and it gives a clear-cut prediction that all

transactions for which the sum of values is strictly positive (i.e., profitable transactions)

should occur. Independence has practical relevance for markets where products are suffi-

ciently differentiated and the constraints of agents are not binding over the set of goods they

wish to trade. The application of the same mechanism to complement or substitute goods

is nonetheless possible, as discussed in Section 6.

We investigate the ex-post efficiency of covert bargaining markets and examine how

efficiency relates to the behavioral strategies adopted by participants. Our benchmark is a

sealed-bid auction in which all players place take-it-or-leave-it bids simultaneously and no

bargaining is allowed (e.g., Bloch and Jackson 2007; Haeringer and Wooders 2011). We then

propose three different protocols of covert multilateral bargaining. In two of these protocols,

transactions are negotiated sequentially. The third protocol allows participants to negotiate

simultaneously over all transactions. All these protocols impose minimal constraints on the

bargaining process, i.e., just enough to be implementable in an orderly way in a market that

does not allow for information exchange. Also, these protocols allow for a small window of

time to retract or renegotiate (i.e., bargaining without commitment as in Muthoo 1990) – a

feature that is included in many real-life transactions, such as digital purchases and banking

services.4 In this environment, the ex-post efficiency and the division of gains from trade

cannot be pinpointed theoretically, which motivates our empirical exploration.

Our results indicate that many profitable transactions are never formed. This matches

theoretical predictions about the incomplete information penalty that induces delays and

inefficiencies in trade (e.g., Myerson and Satterthwaite 1983; Sobel and Takahashi 1983;

Williams 1987; Vincent 1989; Ausubel et al. 2002). We nonetheless find that covert bar-

2Secret reserve prices are common in real-life auctions (e.g. for wine, art, and natural resources). But
they have received limited theoretical attention (Andreyanov and Caoui, 2022). Our design extends secrecy
to all parties in a multilateral bargaining setting.

3Fairness concerns appear to be less relevant when agents are less informed (Huang et al. 2022).
4Most digital trading platform allow for full-refund order cancellation within a short time span (e.g., 30

minutes for Amazon, 24 hours for Expedia, 48 hours for AirBnb, 7 days for Microsoft Business software
subscriptions) or free return (e.g., within 30 days from reception for many clothes retailers). Some legal
systems give buyers a time window to withdraw from real-estate transactions without justification or penalty
(e.g., 10 days in France).
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gaining markedly improves ex-post efficiency, doubling the proportion of deals on profitable

transactions with respect to sealed bids (from 27% to over 60% in all three bargaining pro-

tocols). When we look at the division of gains from trade, we find that the surplus is mostly

appropriated by buyers. The share of the surplus going to sellers remains low and stable

in all protocols. The same is true for the auctioneer, who only appropriates a small frac-

tion of the surplus on average. Overall, even in a setting of covert bargaining, players are

surprisingly good at not leaving money on the table.

We exploit the richness of our data to investigate how these results relate to the behav-

ioral strategies adopted by participants. We show that most players gradually increase their

bids – mostly by one unit at a time – until a transaction is formed. This cautious bidding-up

strategy, which overcomes the lack of information, rewards unconstrained bargaining environ-

ments. We identify two main types of frictions explaining why many profitable transactions

do not occur, even when bargaining without commitment is possible. First, we find that buy-

ers bargain harder than sellers: the implicit profit margin asked by buyers is 70% compared

to 33% for sellers. This adds to the well-documented experimental finding that selling prices

are at least twice as large as buying prices – the so-called willingness to accept/willingness to

pay ratio. This disparity has either been attributed to an endowment effect (e.g., Kahneman

and Tversky 1979) or seen as an anomaly driven by inexperience, psychological traits, or

poor experimental practice (e.g., Coursey et al. 1987; List 2003; Plott and Zeiler 2005; Geor-

gantźıs and Navarro-Mart́ınez 2010; Isoni et al. 2011; Cason and Plott 2014). Our results

show that this empirical pattern is associated with low offers rather than high requests, and

that it is not mitigated by bargaining dynamics. We interpret this findings in light of the

market experience hypothesis, as subjects are more accustomed to bargain as buyers than

as sellers. Secondly, we observe that certain deals are delayed or prevented by a minority of

subjects who deviate from the prevalent bidding-up strategy in the later stages of the game

– presumably in an attempt to appropriate a larger share of the unknown surplus.

Our paper advances the knowledge of unstructured bargaining games, a topic of major

relevance that has received surprisingly little attention by economists.5 Many off-line markets

for differentiated goods and services allow for private evaluations and unregulated bilateral

negotiations between parties: e.g., collectibles, art work, second-hand cars, real estate and

construction contracts, to name but a few. The last decade has also witnessed a tremendous

expansion of digital marketplaces, such as platforms for car sharing, tendering for services,

or philanthropic giving. While unstructured bargaining is ubiquitous in real-life situations,

its theoretical indeterminacy has hindered economic research. This is particularly true for

5There is a sizable literature in social psychology on bargaining abilities in real-life situations – see, for
instance, Rubin and Brown (1975), Pruitt (2013), and Morley and Stephenson (2015).
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bargaining games involving three or more players, as we have in part of our experiment.6 As

a result, applied economists have focused their attention either on auctions where bargaining

is one-sided,7 or on highly-structured bilateral bargaining protocols where theory gives clear

and testable predictions.8 Evidence on bargaining behavior with other protocols is limited,

and the literature has focused on specific dimensions such as: fairness (e.g., Forsythe et al.

1991; Kroll et al. 2014; Galeotti et al. 2019; Luhan et al. 2019; Navarro and Veszteg 2020,

Keniston et al. 2021); information (e.g., Kirchsteiger et al. 2005; Shupp et al. 2013; Agranov

and Tergiman 2014; Backus et al. 2019; Camerer et al. 2019; Goeree and Lindsay 2020);

and congestion (e.g., Kagel and Roth 2000; Che and Koh 2016; Abdulkadiroglu et al. 2017).

These are all dimensions that we purposefully set aside in our experimental design so as to

abstract from these already known effects.

Our paper is closely related to three recent studies that establish novel results on bar-

gaining patterns based on observational data. To the best of our knowledge, Larsen (2021)

provides the first empirical analysis on the ex-post efficiency of bargaining outcomes with

two-sided private values. By estimating implicit value bounds for sequential auctions of

used cars, he concludes that 17–24% of profitable negotiations fail – a result that compares

well to our experimental findings on the magnitude of efficiency losses. This result is com-

plemented by Larsen and Zhang (2021), who explore how the total surplus is split among

different parties and show that there are efficiency gains in private-information bargaining

relative to a sealed bid – two issues that are at the heart of our paper as well. In a related

study, Bakus et al. (2020) use data on Ebay’s Best Offer platform to study the dynamics of

bilateral bargaining. They observe that subjects adopt a gradual incremental strategy that

aligns with our results on bidding dynamics in the lab. By using an experimental design

to overcome the limitations of observational data, our paper corroborates and unifies the

results of the three papers above and contributes to our knowledge on the mechanism design

of private-information bargaining markets.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experiment. Sections 3 to

6Most models of bargaining among multiple individuals have a unanimity or majority closing rule (e.g.,
Baron and Ferejohn 1989; Ali 2006; Tremewan and Vanberg 2016; Agranov et al. 2020). In our setting,
partial agreement is possible, making it harder to characterize theoretically (e.g., Bennet 1997; Ambrus and
Lu 2015).

7There is a large and prominent theoretical literature on auctions (e.g., Milgrom and Weber 1982; Thaler
1988; Klemperer 1996; Jackson and Kremer 2006; Milgrom and Segal 2020). This literature has recently
been complemented by observational studies on online auctions (e.g., Horton et al. 2017; Bodoh-Creed et
al. 2021).

8Notable examples are the infinite-horizon game of alternating offers by Rubinstein (1982), the double
auction by Chatterjee and Samuelson (1983), and the exit game by Krishna and Serrano (1996). Experimental
studies on structured bargaining protocols include Ochs and Roth (1989), Mitzkewitz and Nagel (1993),
Burrows and Loomes (1994), Güth et al. (1996), Kagel and Wolfe (2001), Srivastava (2001), Johnson et al.
(2002), Croson et al. (2003), and Kriss et al. (2013).
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5 describe our results on: efficiency and surplus; bids and roles; and the dynamics of si-

multaneous bargaining, respectively. Section 6 concludes. Online Appendix A details the

experimental protocol and the instructions to participants. Online appendix B discusses the

theoretical motivation. Online Appendix C presents ancillary results.

2 Experimental design

We now describe our experimental design. We start by presenting the general features of the

game. We then describe the different experimental treatments. Online Appendix A presents

the interface and its visual layout and the instructions given to participants.

2.1 General features

The trading game

In our experiment, each group of 6 players plays 8 trading games together. The players

appear as nodes arranged in a hexagon, and they can form 10 transactions represented as

links across nodes.9 The composition of groups remains constant across the 8 games, while

the valuations change: the value vkij that player k attributes to transaction ij varies across

games. As each game unfolds, players form transactions by placing or revising bids, subject

to the rules explained in Section 2.2.

Internal players

Because of the visual layout of the game (interface with links across nodes), subjects draw a

natural distinction between transactions who involve them directly, and transactions among

others. When a player is visually represented at one of the endpoints of a link, we call this

player an internal player. Other players are called external.

Valuations vkij for internal players k = i or j are drawn uniformly at random in the interval

[−10,+10]. Thus, values can be positive – i gets a benefit if the transaction occurs, which

makes her a buyer – or negative – i pays a production/reservation cost if the transaction

occurs, which makes her a seller.10 The value can also be zero – in which case i is neither a

buyer nor a seller. We do not partition players into types: each player can simultaneously

be a buyer and a seller over different transactions (e.g., Agranov and Elliot 2021). The

9Out of the 15 possible pairings of 6 players, only 10 links appear on the screen with a dialog box. This
is done to keep the length of the session within reason.

10This imposes symmetric uniform values for buyers and sellers, as in Chatterjee and Samuelson (1983)
and Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983).
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protocol can however be amended to partition players without loss of generality. Bids of

internal players are fully unconstrained: they can bid any positive integer (which represents

an offer), any negative integer (which represents a request), or place no bid at all.11

External players

In 4 of 8 games, all external players k 6= i, j have vkij = 0. We call these two-sided games.

They represent the standard scenario where transactions are between two parties, a buyer

and a seller. In the remaining 4 games, the values for external players k 6= i, j are drawn

uniformly at random from the [0,+10] interval. We call these many-sided games. This

represent situations in which transactions involve multiple buyers, as in real-life settings

of fundraising and charitable contributions. Bids of external players are constrained to be

non-negative integers.12 This is done to ensure that external players cannot prevent internal

players from trading, e.g., out of spite or envy.13

Transactions and gains

Let bkij,t denote the bid of player k on transaction ij at time t, and call bij,t =
∑

k b
k
ij,t the

total bid on transaction ij at time t. In our game, a transaction is provisionally formed at

time t when the total bid is strictly positive, that is, when bij,t ≥ 1.14 Importantly, while

negotiations are open, bids can be revised, up or down, at no cost.

In our game, subjects only get a monetary reward for the transactions that are concluded

at the end of the game. These are the transactions for which the final total bid bij,T ≥ 1,

where T indicates the game’s ending. If a transaction is concluded, the gain of a player is

computed as her value minus her bid, that is:

gkij,T =vkij − bkij,T if bij,T ≥ 1

=0 if bij,T < 1

Thus, sellers make a positive gain if the transaction occurs and their request exceeds their

11Nothing prevents an internal player with a positive value (buyer) or zero value to bid a negative integer
(request), or an internal player with negative value (seller) or zero value to bid a positive integer (offer).
Amounts are also unconstrained.

12Other than that, these bids are unconstrained, i.e. external players (even those with zero value) can
place positive bids, for an amount of their choice, in all games (two-sided and many-sided).

13We impose this restriction because it depicts many real-life markets, but it is unessential to our game.
The protocol can also accommodate transactions with multiple buyers and multiple sellers, something we
leave for future work.

14No player needs to give an implicit consent (in the form of a bid) for a transaction. As long as other
players bid enough to make the total bid strictly positive, it is concluded. But by making a sufficiently large
negative bid, an internal player can de facto preclude a transaction.
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cost. Buyers make a positive gain if the transaction occurs and their offer is smaller than

their benefit from that transaction. If a player offers more than her value or requests less

that her cost, she makes a loss (i.e., negative gain). If a player bids exactly her value, her

gain is 0.

The silent auctioneer

If a transaction is concluded at the game’s end, the silent auctioneer (played by the computer)

collects the total bid. Since the trading rule requires that bij,T ≥ 1, for each deal the

auctioneer collects at least a minimal fee of 1 unit, which we regard as a remuneration

for the service provided. Any amount in excess of the minimal fee represents ‘money left

on the table’ by the players for the auctioneer. The idea is not entirely novel: in the

double auction by McAfee (1992), for instance, the equilibrium price for the two sides of the

market differs and the auctioneer serves as a budget balancer by soaking up this difference

as pure profit. McAfee (1992) observes that this feature mirrors what happens with financial

intermediaries, such as professional stock exchange traders, who can profit by buying shares

at the seller price and re-selling them at the buyer price. Our game extends this mechanism

to multilateral decentralized trade settings. Handing over the final total bid to the auctioneer

ensures that negotiating parties preserve the privacy of their bids: mechanisms capping the

auctioneer’s fee would, ex post, reveal the bids made by others and the surplus generated

by the transaction.15 By allowing subject to renegotiate after a trade has been provisionally

formed, we give them the chance to decrease the auctioneer’s share. Whether they are able

to do so is an empirical question that motivates our experimental design.

Information

Throughout our experiment, players never observe the values or the bids of others. But they

are informed that values are independent across players and transactions.16 In the covert

bargaining treatments, when a transaction is provisionally formed, players can presume that

it is profitable (i.e., that the sum of values is strictly positive). But there in no scope for

them to learn which players value the transaction, and by how much.

15For instance, in Larsen (2021), the auction house collects predetermined fees to manage back-and-fort
negotiations, and the final selling price is observed by the trading parties.

16Although we do not provide explicit information on the probability distribution of values, in the trial
games we present participants with multiple examples of values in the [−10,+10] interval for internal players
and [0,+10] interval for external players.
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Visual layout

Much attention went into designing an interface that presents all the relevant information

in a compact yet intuitive manner. At each point of the game, the transactions that are

provisionally formed – i.e., for which the total bid is 1 or above – are displayed as a thick

solid line. The transactions that are currently not formed are displayed as a thin dotted

line. A player can open a dialog box above each link to view the current state of play,

with the value of this transaction to her and the gain she would obtain if the game were

to stop at that moment. The reports are updated in real time based on current bids. This

design, which is the result of careful research and development, presents the information in

an instantaneously available and engaging format. For details, we refer to Online Appendix

A.

2.2 Treatments

Each group plays 8 games in sequence. Each of these games is played under one of four treat-

ments denoted TA, TB, TC and TD. These treatments introduce different trading protocols

that we describe in what follows.

Sealed-bid auction

All games start with a multilateral sealed-bid auction. Players have unlimited time to

enter take-it-or-leave-it bids in the dialog boxes associated with each possible transactions.

Once all players stop bidding, the game ends. If the total bid for a transaction is positive,

that transaction is implemented. Players then observe their own gains for each transaction

separately and in total.

In Treatment TA, this first phase marks the end of the game. Thus, under TA the game

only has one round, which we name round 0. In other treatments, the game continues with

one or more rounds of covert bargaining. During round 0, players do not yet know which

treatment they are in – i.e., the game may stop at the end of round 0 or it may continue

with further rounds of bargaining. This ensures that players take round 0 equally seriously

in all treatments, and that their behavior in round 0 is comparable across treatments.

In a setting of private information, the sealed-bid auction is a formidable challenge for

subjects, and theory predicts that many profitable transactions will not occur – see Appendix

B where we present a brief review of the theoretical framework and derive the relevant

efficiency bounds. We use the sealed-bid auction as a benchmark to judge the efficiency

gains that can be achieved with covert bargaining, to which we now turn.
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Sequential bargaining

In Treatments TB and TC , the game continues with several rounds of sequential bargaining.

In these two treatments, all the bargaining action is focused on one transaction at a time.

In both treatments TB and TC the bargaining phase is divided into multiple rounds,

themselves divided into turns. In a given round, a turn is devoted to bidding on one specific

transaction.17 The sequence of play within a turn is as follows: when the turn begins, the

transaction currently up for bidding is highlighted. Then the bargaining floor opens and all

players can place, revise, or drop a bid on this specific transaction.18 We place no limit on

the number of bids: as long as bids change, the turn remains open. If there has been no

change in all bids for a given amount of time, the turn ends.19 Only at the end of the turn

does the computer display whether the transaction is provisionally formed or not.20 In the

next turn, the game then moves to the next transaction. When all transactions are visited,

the round is complete and another round begins.

The difference between TB and TC lies in the stopping rule. Treatment TB has a stopping

rule based on bids, and the game ends in one of two ways: either because, at the end of the

round, there has been no change in bids relative to the preceding round – what we call a

natural end ; or because the maximum number of rounds has been reached.21 At the end of

the game, the last bids are retained, final total bids calculated, transactions finalized, and

players are informed of their gains.

Treatment TC is nearly identical to TB except that the stopping rule is based on trans-

actions rather than bids. In this treatment the game reaches its natural end if there has

been no change in provisionally formed transactions from one round to the next – even if

there were changes in bids. This feature aims at curtailing the time that players take to

experiment with frivolous bids and attrition strategies.

17There are as many turns in a round as there are transactions in the game. The order of turns, i.e., the
order in which transactions are auctioned, varies randomly across rounds.

18The bids placed in round 0 serve as start-up bids for the first round of bargaining; in subsequent rounds,
the start-up bids are the bids placed in the previous round.

19The wait time is 10 seconds in the first round and 5 seconds thereafter. The remaining time is not
displayed in the screen because it was found to be a distraction during the pilot. But the color scheme of
the screen changes to gray to signal the approaching end of a turn.

20If the sum becomes positive, the link is activated and it turns from a dotted to a solid line. If the
transaction was formed in a previous round but the sum of the bids subsequently falls to 0 or below, the
link is de-activated, i.e., it turns from a solid to a dotted line.

21In bargaining games with a predetermined end time, it is common to observe a bunching of bids just
before the deadline. To mitigate this problem, we randomize the number of rounds at the end of TB and
TC . If a game has not ended naturally by the end of the 6th round, the game is forcibly ended with a 50%
chance in round 6 and a 50% chance in round 7. All remaining games stop by the end of the 8th round.
Thus, the upper bound on the number of rounds varies from 6 to 8. Players are informed about the ending
rules and their probabilities.
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Simultaneous bargaining

In contrast to treatments TB and TC , treatment TD implements an unconstrained bargaining

floor in which players can update bids simultaneously on all transactions, with no specific

sequencing imposed. Like in Treatments TB and TC , this treatment begins with bids from

the sealed-bid phase. As the bargaining phase unfolds, each player can update any bid in

any order. The silent auctioneer updates the information on transactions and gains in real

time. This allows players to see which transactions would be formed if the game were to end

at that point. The game stops when there has been no change in all bids for a set amount

of time.22 Thus, under TD, games have two rounds: the sealed-bid auction of round 0; and

one long round of simultaneous bargaining.

2.3 Implementation

The laboratory experiment was conducted in 2019 at the Paris School of Economics in France.

We ran six experimental sessions with a total of 22 unique groups of 6 players playing 8 games.

Group composition remains unchanged throughout a session, but the identity of players is

reshuffled from one game to another.23

Operationally, all groups play the same 8 value matrices: 4 matrices for two-sided games

and 4 for many-sided games.24 At the group level, the four two-sided matrices get randomly

paired with treatments TA to TD, and the same goes for the four many-sided matrices. Thus,

each groups plays two matrices (one two-sided and one many-sided) for each treatment, in

a random order which is group-specific.25 As a result, we observe 22 · 8 = 176 unique games

equally distributed among the four treatments (44 games per treatment).

22At the beginning of the phase, the wait time is 20 seconds since the last bid placed by any player. This
gives subjects enough time to absorb the information coming from round 0. The wait time is subsequently
reduced to 10 seconds. The timer is not openly displayed, but colors fade away to mark the passage of time
from the moment the last bid was entered.

23Each player sees on the screen a circle with himself at the bottom (“ME” – followed by his current letter
identifier) and the other 5 players around the circle, each identified with a letter. While ME stays always at
the bottom, the other players’ letters are visualized in clockwise order (i.e., C will be always between B and
D). We reshuffle letter identifiers at the end of each game. To illustrate, a player may see himself as “ME
(D)” in one game and “ME (A)” in another, while all other identifiers have been similarly been reshuffled.
This is done to minimize spillovers from one game to the next.

24These 8 values matrices were randomly drawn according to the rules detailed in Section 2.1, with three
additional constraints: 1) each subject is an internal player for at least one transaction; 2) vij =

∑
k v

k
ij 6= 0

(i.e. the total value of a link across all players is either strictly positive or strictly negative) to mark a
clear efficiency criteria; 3) vkij 6= 1 (i.e. players are not indifferent between not making an offer or making
a minimal offer of 1). As a result of randomization, the number of profitable transactions varies between 5
and 8 out of 10 across the retained matrices.

25For example, group 1 may play treatment TA with matrix 1 in the third game while group 2 plays the
same matrix 1 with treatment TC in the seventh game.
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Sessions unfold as follows. After reading the instructions, players run three trial games

to accustom themselves to the interface.26 After the trial games, players answer a quiz to

test their understanding of the instructions. The quiz is corrected immediately afterwards

on the board. Once this is completed, players run a social value orientation task (Murphy

et al. 2011) and then proceed to the main part of the experiment, which includes the eight

bargaining games. At the end of the games, players complete a questionnaire with socio-

demographic information and comprehension feedback, and they receive their payment. To

determine subjects’ earnings, we randomly draw 2 games for each group and players receive

the monetary equivalent of their gain at the end of these games.27 The average earnings are

24.5 euros for about 2 hours in the laboratory.

3 Efficiency and surplus

3.1 Ex-post efficiency

Since there are 176 unique games with 10 transactions each, we observe the outcome for

N = 1760 transactions, divided equally across the four treatments (440 transactions per

treatment). Out of these, 550 transactions are defined as non-profitable because their total

value over all players is strictly negative, i.e. vij =
∑

k v
k
ij < 0. The remaining 1210

transactions are called profitable since their total value is strictly positive, i.e. vij =
∑

k v
k
ij >

0.28 The exact number of profitable transactions slightly differs by treatment (from 276 in

TD to 322 in TA) because value matrices are randomly assigned to games.

Only a negligible number of non-profitable transactions are formed by the game’s end (8

out of 550). This provides reassurance that the majority of players understand the rules of

the game. Thus our analysis of efficiency and surplus, summarized by Figure 1, focuses on

profitable transactions only.

The upper part of Figure 1 illustrates our results about efficiency. Our first efficiency

measure is the percentage of profitable transactions that are formed at game’s end.29 Panel

A shows this percentage for each of the four treatments. We see that only a small fraction

of profitable transactions (27%) are formed in the sealed-bid auction treatment TA – a

26Players are informed that during the trials they will play treatments B, C and D, in that order. The
value matrices we used for trial games were generated for this scope, and display 7 links instead of 10. The
rules to draw the trial matrices as well as all other rules are the same as in the main games.

27If some players had incurred negative earnings, we would have subtracted these losses from their show-up
fee. We had no such cases.

28As explained in Footnote 24, we have ruled out transactions with vij = 0.
295 profitable transactions out of 1210 generate negative gains for players (

∑
k g

k
ij,T<0). We do not regard

these 5 observations as efficient, to facilitate a clear-cut decomposition into players and auctioneer surplus
(see below).
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proportion that is close to the theoretical probability of trade of 29% we derive in Appendix

B. The percentage of profitable transactions formed increases to 60% or more when covert

bargaining is possible, i.e., in treatments TB, TC and TD. Theory suggests that private

information has a high cost in terms of efficiency (e.g., Myerson and Satterthwaite 1983; Sobel

and Takahashi 1983; Williams 1987; Vincent 1989; Ausubel et al. 2002). This prediction

has so far been confirmed by the empirical evidence available on bargaining.30 This is also

what we find in our experimental setting: a large proportion of profitable deals never occur.

However, covert bargaining mitigates the private information penalty to a large extent.

Panel B of Figure 1 depicts efficiency in terms of the percentage of the total feasible

value that is achieved. More precisely, the height of each bar in panel B represents the sum

of vij for completed transactions, divided by the sum of vij for all profitable transactions in

the treatment group under consideration. It provides a finer picture of the magnitude of the

surplus that is generated by our trading games. Results from panel B are similar to the ones

in panel A, confirming our results.

3.2 The division of surplus

Efficiency can in turn be split into two components, that we plot in panels C and D. Panel C

depicts the surplus share for players: for a given transaction ij, this is computed as the share

of its total value earned by the players by the end of game, i.e., gij,T/vij where gij,T =
∑

k g
k
ij,T

if the transaction occurs and zero otherwise. Conversely, the surplus share for the auctioneer

in panel D is the share of total value appropriated by the auctioneer, i.e., (vij − gij,T ) /vij

if the transaction occurs and zero otherwise.31 Since the surplus shares for players and the

auctioneer add up to one if the transaction occurs, the quantities in panels C and D sum up

by construction to the efficiency measure in Panel A.

When we look at how the surplus is split between players and the auctioneer, we see

that most of the efficiency gains stemming from bargaining go to players. In contrast, the

auctioneer’s surplus share remains stable and low across all treatments. Recall that, in our

experiment, the silent auctioneer collects at least a minimal fee of 1 unit for each completed

transaction. The yellow triangles in panel D represent the lower bound of auctioneer surplus

if all realized transactions yielded the minimal fee of 1.32 The comparison between the

30Using observational data, Larsen (2021) estimates an efficiency loss of 17-23% for two-sided uncertainty,
while Ambrus et al. (2018) find an efficiency loss of 14% in ransom negotiations. In an experimental setting,
Goeree and Lindsay (2020) show that bargaining treatments with complete information and communication
produce higher efficiency.

31Our metric to quantify total efficiency and surplus shares parallels the bargaining power measure reported
by Larsen and Zhang (2021).

32For a given treatment, the yellow triangle represents the average value of 1/vij over the transactions
formed by the end of the game. This differs across treatments because value matrices are randomly allocated,
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surplus share achieved by the auctioneer and its lower bound shows that subjects were

surprisingly efficient at not leaving money on the table.33 This result is not trivial: under

covert bargaining, the division of gains from trade is an open theoretical question, and the

auctioneer could have acted as an additional source of friction. Our results show that this is

not the case.

Finally, in the lower part of Figure 1 (panels E and F) we decompose panel C by plot-

ting separately the surplus share of buyers and sellers. Since buyers and sellers are in a

fully-symmetrical position, the division of the surplus between the two groups is a priori un-

determined.34 Experimental results show that the quasi-totality of the surplus from covert

bargaining is captured by buyers, while the average surplus share of sellers is nearly zero.

Exploring this finding is the object of Section 4.

Figures 2 and 3 reproduce the analysis of Figure 1 separately for low- and high-value

profitable transactions (below and above the median value of vij), respectively. Our main

findings hold in both cases: total efficiency increases considerably when covert bargaining

is possible, and most of the extra surplus stemming from it goes to buyers – while the

auctioneer and the sellers do poorly in comparison. This pattern is accentuated in high-value

transactions because the efficiency gains stemming from bargaining increase dramatically.

In particular, we find that, in the three bargaining treatments, the percentage of profitable

transactions formed (panel A) is around 40% for low-value transactions compared to 80% or

more for high-value transactions. This is consistent with experimental evidence showing that

deal rates increase with the size of the surplus (e.g., Camerer et al. 2019). Figure 3 confirms

that the quasi-totality of the additional surplus generated for high-value transactions is still

appropriated by buyers, while the surplus share going to sellers and auctioneer remains

consistently low.

In Figures A.6 and A.7 of Appendix C, we repeat the analysis separately for transactions

where no more than two players hold non-zero values (two-sided transactions) vs. transac-

tions where three or more players hold non-zero values (many-sided transactions). Similar

findings are again obtained.

so that the average value of profitable transactions differs.
33For corroborating evidence, 51% of deals in the lab occur with bij,T = 1, which is the minimum. Another

22% have bij,T = 2.
34As we know from Muthoo (1990) if buyer and seller are allowed to continue making alternating offers

and counter-offers without commitment, any division of the gains from trade can be sustained as a sub-
game perfect equilibrium of a modified bargaining model (Rubinstein 1982). This theoretical indeterminacy
motivates our empirical exploration, as discussed in Appendix B.
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3.3 Comparison of bargaining protocols

When comparing different treatments, our results show that the simultaneous bargaining

protocol TD delivers the best outcomes in many cases, even if by a small margin. In TD,

subjects follow multiple transactions simultaneously, which in principle raises cognitive load.

In contrast, TB and TC corral subjects into a systematic sequence of bargaining sub-games

on one transaction at a time. This is cognitively easier but slower, and subjects may face

difficulties maintaining concentration and motivation. Furthermore, information discovery

about profitable transactions is facilitated in the simultaneous bargaining protocol: TD re-

veals information faster since transactions are displayed as formed on the screen as soon as

the sum of bids turns positive; in contrast, in TB and TC subjects have to wait until the end

of a round to find out whether their bids lead to the formation of the transaction or not.

Results from Figures 1-3 suggest that the benefit of TD in terms of information discovery

compensates for the increase in cognitive load.

We end this discussion by comparing the two sequential bargaining protocols. To recall, in

treatment TB the stopping rule is based on changes in bids, while in TC it is based on changes

in transactions. Protocol TC is intended to limit bidding wars, but it is also possible that a

faster stopping rule reduces the scope for discovery.35 Results from Figure 1 show that these

two treatments deliver very similar outcomes. Our data also indicates that, unsurprisingly,

treatment TC cuts game time: in treatment TB the average number of rounds is 6.4, while

in treatment TC the average number of rounds is 3.9. It follows that TC may be preferable

to TB in many contexts.

3.4 Renegotiation and efficiency

In the covert bargaining treatments, bidding comes without commitment and players have

the opportunity to renegotiate deals. Appendix Figure A.8 focuses on the moment of acti-

vation, that is, the moment when players observe that a transaction is provisionally formed

for the first time, and compares it to the end of the game.36 Similar to panel A of Figure

1, the upper part of Figure A.8 plots efficiency as the percentage of profitable transactions

that are formed at activation and game-end respectively. The central and lower parts of the

figure decompose efficiency into the surplus share of players and auctioneer respectively – as

in panels C and D of Figure 1.

35To illustrate, imagine that the dominant heuristic is for players to gradually increase their offer until
the transaction is formed. Under TB the game continues until they stop increasing their bid but in TC the
game ends if new bids fail to change transactions. Hence TC may penalize bidding-up strategies that are too
gradual.

36In TD players see in real time whether the transaction is activated or not – while for sequential bargaining
treatments, the moment of activation coincides with the end of the turn.
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Since deals can be broken during the renegotiation process, efficiency can only decrease

from activation to game’s end in the three bargaining treatments. Results from Figure

A.8 indicate that there is indeed a modest decrease in efficiency after discovery, especially in

treatments TB and TD. This is mostly associated with a large drop – in relative terms – of the

auctioneer surplus for all three bargaining treatments. This suggests that bargaining without

commitment allows players to extract surplus at the auctioneer’s expenses. Conversely, the

decrease in the surplus share of players is small in relative terms but nonetheless present in

all bargaining treatments. This raises the possibility that excessive bargaining may introduce

frictions, a point that we revisit in Section 5 when we examine bidding dynamics.

4 Bids and Roles

The efficiency of market protocols is ultimately rooted into the bidding strategies adopted

by players. To explore this dimension, we now document the differences in bidding pattern

depending on the role ascribed to the player for a given transaction – i.e., buyer or seller.

4.1 Descriptive statistics

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics on the bidding behavior of players. Our unit of obser-

vation is player k on transaction ij in game g. Since there are 10 transactions per game, we

have N = 132 ∗ 8 ∗ 10 = 10, 560 observations. We report statistics for the entire sample and

then we split observations according to the role ascribed to the player for the transaction:

sellers (with vkij < 0, N = 1, 694); buyers (with vkij > 0, N = 3, 014); and players with vkij = 0

(N = 5, 852).37 Column (1) reports the mean of value vkij, Column (2) reports the number of

players who are active (that is, place at least one bid), and Column (3) reports the number

of bids placed.38 Columns (4) to (6) provide additional information about the bids placed

– whenever player k has placed multiple bids over transaction ij in game g, we retain the

last one. Column (4) counts the losing bids, that is, bids where bkij,t > vkij, meaning that

37Buyers are more numerous than sellers because four games allow for many-sided transactions. The
relative frequency of buyers and sellers is not balanced across treatments because the matrices are randomly
allocated.

38To identify (unique) bids we proceed as follows. We exclude first bids equal to zero: since 0 is the default
initial value proposed in the dialog box, first bids that are equal to zero do not represent an actual bid. We
also exclude all repeated consecutive identical bids from the same player, since they are redundant. Then,
for all treatments we only retain the last bid that a player places in the sealed-bid phase (round r = 0) and,
for the sequential treatments TB and TC , we only retain the last bid that a player places within a given
round r ≥ 1. This is because in these cases only the last bids affect transactions, and outcomes are only
revealed at the end of a round. In the simultaneous bargaining treatment TD, we retain all the bids placed
in the bargaining round.
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they would result in a loss for the player if the game were to stop at that moment and the

transaction was formed. Column (5) reports the number of bids equal to vkij − 1: these bids

are associated with a minimal positive gain of 1 unit if the transaction occurs. Columns (6)

report the average gain gkij,T achieved by game’s end.

Column (1) reassures the reader that values are randomized in a comparable manner

across roles and treatments – albeit with values that are positive for buyers and negative for

sellers.39 Column (2) shows that, across all transactions, only 4, 711 out of 10, 560 players

are active. As expected, players with zero value are rarely active: in only 499 (8.5%) of 5852

player-transaction pairs with zero value a bid was placed.40 Buyers appear to be less active

than sellers: 2576 or 85.5% of buyer-transaction pairs, versus 1636 or 96.6% for sellers, place

at least one bid.

Overall, 13,331 bids were placed across all players and treatments combined (Column 3).

Interestingly, we see that bids are less frequently placed by sellers than buyers: we observe

3704 bids by sellers, which gives 2.19 bids per seller or 2.26 bids per active seller on average,

compared to 8325 bids by buyers, which gives 2.76 bids per buyer or 3.23 bids per active

buyer on average. Together with the evidence from Column (2), this indicates that sellers are

more likely to place at least one bid, but less likely to bargain when compared to buyers.41

When we examine whether subjects occasionally place losing bids at the end of the game

(Column 4), we see that only 301 bids (2.8% of all bids) are losing bids, placed either by

by sellers (145 bids) or by players with zero value (156 bids). Furthermore, not all these

bids turn into a loss because most of the corresponding transactions are not formed. This is

reassuring since it suggests that players have little difficulty in understanding the game.

Column (5) reports the number of last bids seeking a minimal gain of 1 unit, that is,

equal to vkij − 1.42 These bids more more frequently come from sellers (761, or 47% of active

sellers) than buyers (423, or 16% of active buyers). This means that, by the end of the

game, nearly half of the sellers settle on the most conservative reservation price and ask for

a minimal gain of 1 unit, while only one sixth of sellers do so. Moreover, Column (6) shows

39The small gap between mean values of sellers and buyers is due to the fact that we set vkij 6= 1 to avoid
indifference between placing a minimal offer or not (see Footnote 24).

40This behavior is typically transitory, and not necessarily ‘irrational’. If we look at the last bid of these
499 active players with vkij = 0, we remark that 156 of them are positive, 153 are negative, and 190 are zero
(i.e., the player had previously placed a non-zero bid but she reverts to zero). Negative bids are possible
because some internal players have vkij = 0 but can place a request to consent to the transaction. Thus,
negative and zero bids are compatible with monetary payoff maximization. Only a negligible minority of
these players (156 over 5852, or 2.7%) place a bid which would result in a loss in case of deal. Since these
bids may help others form a transaction, this could indicate generosity.

41This is also confirmed by the regression analysis reported in Appendix Table A.2. Results show that,
once we control for all potential confounding factors, sellers place consistently fewer bids than buyers.

42This statistic is not informative for players with zero values, because by design the majority of their bids
are losing bids (since they can only place positive bids unless k = i or j).
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that the average gain for sellers is negligible, 0.07, compared to 2.13 for buyers. This is true

across all treatments, including the sealed-bid auction TA.43

Summarizing, the results reported in Table 1 suggest that there are meaningful differences

in the bidding behavior of players depending on their role. Sellers appear to bargain less

(i.e., they place fewer bids) and less hard (i.e., they frequently settle for a minimal bid of

vkij − 1) than buyers. Given our experimental design, these differences cannot be driven

by the distribution of values, which are randomly selected – nor can they be imputed to

individual heterogeneity since all players simultaneously occupy both roles.

4.2 Profit margins

Next we estimate the following model to examine the bids placed by players in different roles:

bkij,g = β0 + β1v
k−
ij + β2v

k+
ij + β3S + β4Tg + λs + εkij,g (1)

where bkij,g represents a given bid (first or last) placed by player k on transaction ij in game

g. The first regressor of interest vk−ij is the value of transaction ij if k is a seller, i.e., vk−ij = vkij

if vkij < 0; it is 0 otherwise. The second regressor of interest vk+
ij is the value of ij if k is a

buyer, i.e., vk+
ij = vkij if vkij > 0 and 0 otherwise. We control for game order S (from 1 to 8),

treatment dummies Tg, and session fixed effects λs. Standard errors are wild-bootstrapped

at the group level (Cameron et al. 2008), which is the highest level at which participants

interact in the experiment. Table 2 presents the regression results from Equation 1. Column

(1) only includes initial bids placed on transaction ij during game g. Columns (2) and (3)

focus on final bids, for all treatments and for bargaining treatments only, respectively.44 For

the two regressors of interest, the average of the requested profit margin implied by the bid

is reported below the coefficient.

Results show that asking bids placed by sellers respond slightly more than 1 for 1 to

negative values. For instance, in column (2) (last bids, all treatments combined), sellers

demand on average 1.327 to sustain a negative value (cost) of −1. If all these transactions

were formed (which is not the case), these bids would yield a modest average profit margin of

32.7% for sellers. In contrast, buyers’ bids respond much less than 1 for 1 to positive values:

in Column (2) we see that buyers offer on average 0.302 for a positive value of +1. If all

these transactions were formed, these bids would yield an average profit margin for buyers

of 1− 30.2% = 69.8%, which is much higher than the corresponding figure for sellers.

43Note that the gains reported here are low because the statistic is computed on all (profitable and non-
profitable) transactions, and many of them are not formed by the game’s end.

44The difference between columns (1) and (2) is driven by players placing multiple bids: if a player places
zero or one bid on ij during game g, her dependent variable stays the same.
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The results above show that players in the position of sellers request lower profit margins.

This non-aggressive bidding behavior explains why sellers make smaller gains than buyers

by the end of the game. In the economic literature, the behaviors of buyers and sellers have

been compared through the lenses of market power, experience, information, and rationality

(see Simonsohn and Ariely 2008 and Garratt et al. 2012 for recent evidence based on Ebay

data). Our results are aligned with the overwhelming empirical evidence that sellers require

a minimum selling price substantially higher than the maximum amount offered by buyers

– the so-called willingness to accept (WTA) / willingness to pay (WTP) gap. In particular,

from Kahneman et al. (1991) onward, the ratio WTA/WTP has often been estimated to be

in the range 2-3 for ordinary private goods, which compares well with our estimates. We add

to these findings by showing that this occurs not because the ask price is unreasonably high,

but because the offer price is unreasonably low. The randomization of subjects across roles

and values in our experiment confirm that this effect is entirely behavioral: it is not due to

self-selection into roles or to a particular understanding of the game’s rules. Furthermore,

it is only partially mitigated by bargaining dynamics: the gap between the implicit margins

requested by sellers and buyers for first vs. last bids decreases, but it remains wide. This

empirical regularity, which is often seen through the lenses of the endowment effect, arises in

our setting where values are not attached to objects or actions. Based on this, we conjecture

that the behavior we observe is likely to be rooted in common real-life practices that make

subjects more socially accustomed to haggle when buying than when selling. Thus, these

findings are reconcilable with the experience hypothesis (List 2003), in the sense that the

endowment effect is tied to market inexperience.

4.3 Internal vs. external buyers

Finally, we investigate whether buyers behave differently when they hold an internal vs.

external position in the transaction. To recall, in our experiment, transactions are visually

represented as links, which naturally creates a distinction between the two internal players

i, j represented at the extremities of the link, and external players k 6= i, j who are not. All

internal players can place positive or negative bids, regardless of whether they are buyers

or sellers. In the many-sided games, some external players are also buyers, i.e., they have

vkij > 0. These external buyers cannot place negative bids – to ensure that they do not

prevent others from trading. But otherwise they have the same payoff rule and incentives as

internal buyers. It follows that differences in bidding behavior between internal and external

buyers must arise either due to the constraint on negative bids, or due to the framing of the

experiment. In particular, participants who are visually represented as external contributors
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may bid differently if they feel less responsible for the completion of the transaction, or less

generous for transactions among third parties.

In Appendix Tables A.3 and A.4, we compare the number and magnitude of bids placed

by internal and external buyers (N = 1, 694 and 1, 562 respectively). Table A.3 indicates

that the two types of buyers displays comparable patterns of behavior regarding the number

of bids placed. But taking all bids into accounts (Columns 1 and 2), the results presented

in Table A.4 suggests that the implicit margin requested by external buyers is more modest

than the one requested by internal buyers – 60.8% compared to 77.8% across all last bids –

although if it remains twice as high as the average margin requested by sellers. This difference

between internal and external buyers arises primarily because a minority of internal buyers

place negative bids (241 observations).45 Once we remove these observations in Column 4,

the implicit margins requested by external and internal buyers get closer: 54.4% for externals

compared to 62.3% for internals.

5 The dynamics of simultaneous bargaining

We end our analysis with an examination of the aggregate dynamics of the covert bargaining

process. In what follows we focus on TD because the simultaneous bargaining protocol

provides ideal data for this purpose. In Online Appendix C we show that all the findings

discussed below extend to sequential bargaining protocols as well.

5.1 Bidding up

Experimental evidence suggests that human subjects are able to resolve difficult strategic

games by relying on simple heuristics. Little is known, however, about behavior in multilat-

eral bargaining situations with little information and structure. Since we allow for renego-

tiation at no cost, the pool of bidding strategies that the players could adopt is potentially

large. Two simple heuristics nonetheless come to mind as likely guides to bargaining without

commitment: bidding down and bidding up.

In a bidding-down strategy, players initiate bargaining with a high bid (e.g., vkij − 1) and

gradually lower it. If adopted by all players, such strategy is an efficient way to jump-start

the bargaining process since it reveals all profitable transactions upfront, and players can

subsequently decrease their bids (i.e., lower their offer or increase their request) to capture a

45In a setting of covert bargaining, this ‘greedy’ strategy of buyers (i.e. exploiting the poor informational
setting and the positional advantage to request a compensation) is not irrational, as it may result in a large
gains if the transaction is sponsored by others. We had allowed this feature to see how many players adopt
this strategy, and remark that their number is small.
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larger share of the surplus from the auctioneer. Conversely, players can follow a bidding-up

strategy whereby they initially make a low bid and gradually raise it. A gradual bidding-up

strategy has been documented by Bakus et al. (2020) on observational data, but theoretical

support remains scarce.46 If pursued by most players for a sufficiently long time, this bidding-

up process should eventually reveal all profitable transactions while minimizing the surplus

that goes to the auctioneer. If, however, some players lose patience or diverge from this

strategy at some point, some profitable transactions may go unimplemented.

We do not find evidence of a widespread bidding-down strategy in our data: as Table 1

shows, bids equal to vkij−1 are relatively infrequent and mostly placed by sellers. In contrast,

our data support a generalized bidding-up strategy, the evidence for which we now discuss.

During the simultaneous bargaining round of treatment TD we observe 4,995 bids placed

over 425 transactions.47 We define a bid run as the ordered sequence of bids placed by all

players on a given transaction ij, and we divide the sample of bids into four approximately

equal quantiles based on the length of the bid run they belong to.48 For each quantile, we

estimate a model of the form:

bij,tij = α +
∑

βλtij + λij∗m + εij,tij (2)

where the tick variable tij represents the order in which a bid is placed on transaction ij

by different players within the run, and bij,tij is the total of all outstanding bids placed

by all players on that transaction at tick time tij.
49 This outcome variable is provisional

since it refers to a given point tij along the bargaining sequence and need not correspond

to the end of the game, nor to a transaction that is provisionally formed. The regression

includes fixed effects λtij for each value of the tick variable, and transaction-per-matrix fixed

effects λij∗m (10 ∗ 8 = 80 effects) to control for potential confounding effects correlated with

matrix structure. Estimating this separately per quantile corrects for the possible correlation

46Following Rubinstein (1982), most theoretical analyses of strategic bargaining games predict immediate
agreement. One notable exception is the model by Compte and Jehiel (2004).

47Overall we observe 6002 bids over 440 transactions for TD, but we discard all bids placed in the sealed-
bid phase since they (cannot be ranked temporally and thus) do not help shedding light on the bidding
dynamics. For 15 transactions out of 440, no bid was placed in Round 1.

48The first quantile includes bids which belong to bid runs of length 1-9; these account for 23% of all bid
observations and 58% of bid runs observations (i.e., out of the 425 unique bid runs that are still open in
Round 1, 245 of them have less than 10 bids). The second quantile includes bids belonging to bid runs of
length 10-19: this accounts for 30% of bid observations, and 26% of bid run observations (111 bid runs). The
third quantile includes bids belonging to bid runs of length 20-34; these account for 24% of bid observations
and 11% of bid runs (48 bid runs). Finally, the last quantile includes bid runs of length 35+; these account
for 23% of bid observations and 5% of bid runs observations (21 bid runs).

49The tick variable tij works like a time identifier in panel data. For example, if we observe 5 bids placed
on transaction ij by 3 different players (3 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 4) in that order, tij would take values 1 to 5 to indicate
the order in which these bids were placed.
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between the length of a bid run and the pace of increase in bids.50

Our estimate of interest is how the predicted values of the total outstanding bid bij,tij
evolves over bargaining time tij, which we plot in Figure 4. Fitted values are negative

throughout because many (profitable and non-profitable) transactions never occur, and most

deals are sealed by a small margin. With this caveat in mind, our estimates validate the

hypothesis that total bids increase over time, conditional on the total duration of the bid

run.

We also note an increase in noise in the upper tail of the fourth graph. It comes from

bids in the upper 5% of bid run length (more than 35 ticks). This indicates that some

players lengthen bid runs by diverging from a gradual bidding-up strategy, which causes the

observed non-monotonicity in bidding dynamics. In the next subsection we shed light on

this issue by examining how bidding dynamics evolve during a bid run.

5.2 Discovery and appropriation

Our experimental design of bargaining without commitment puts us in the unique position

of being able to observe how players behave after a provisional agreement is obtained.51

We now provide evidence that, after a transaction is revealed to be profitable, some players

reduce their bids in an effort to increase their gains.

To show this, we split the bids placed during the simultaneous bargaining round of

treatment TD into two groups: those placed before and after activation, which we define as

the moment when the transaction is provisionally formed for the first time.52 Column (1)

of Table 3 reports these summary statistics for the entire sample of bids (4,995 bids over

425 transactions). As done in Section 5.1, Columns (2) to (5) breaks this sample down

according to the length of the bid run. Panel A reports statistics on the corresponding

transactions: number; mean value; and percentage of transactions implemented at the end

of the game.53 Panel B reports statistics on the bids placed before activation (number of

bids, average number of bids per transaction) and classifies them according to the history of

play of player k on transaction ij. In particular, we split the bids into three shares: first-time

50To understand the issue, imagine that all subjects follow a bidding-up strategy until they reach a deal,
and that players differ in the speed with which they increase their bids. In this case, bid runs that end quickly
are those with larger/faster increases in bids, while those that take longer must have smaller increases in
bids. It follows that pooling observations over all bid runs of different lengths yields β coefficients that are
higher for short runs but smaller for long runs. By estimating the model separately for different run lengths,
we can estimate more precisely whether βs increase monotonically within runs.

51This sets us apart from most settings in which bargaining stops as soon as an agreement is obtained
(e.g. Bakus et al. 2020).

52Recall that, in treatment TD, players can see the activation of links in real time.
53The sample also includes non-profitable transactions, which explains the difference between the deal rate

reported here and the efficiency numbers reported in Figure 1.
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bids; increasing bids (that is, bids that represent an increase relative to the previous bid);

and decreasing bids (that is, bids that represent a decrease relative to the previous bid).54

We also report the percentage of increasing bids that go up by 1 unit (a sub-group of all

increasing bids) and the share of decreasing bids that go down by 1 unit (a sub-group of all

decreasing bids). The same statistics are reported in Panel C for bids placed after activation.

From Panel A we see that long bid runs are associated with higher value transactions: the

average total value in Q1 is 4.60 compared to 7.52 in Q4. They are also less successful in

general: the average probability of terminating the run with a deal is remarkably stable (i.e.,

between 46% and 48%) in the first three quartiles but drops down to 29% in the fourth

quartile.

Turning to Panel B, we note that the overwhelming majority of bids placed before activa-

tion are increasing bids – most of the time by a single unit. For instance out of all 1947 bids

placed before activation (Column 1, all bid run lengths combined): 8% are first-time bids;

68% represent an increase relative to the previous bid; and only 24% represent a decrease

relative to the previous bid. Interestingly, the majority of all bids (70%) represent a 1-unit

change, up or down: 55% of all bids represent a 1-unit increase and 15% a 1-unit decrease,

relative to the previous bid. These patterns remain qualitatively unchanged if we split bids

according to the length of the run (Q1 to Q4). Overall, bids placed before activation seem to

corresponds to a discovery phase during which subjects play a cautious bidding-up strategy

to reveal profitable transactions.

Panel C examines the bids placed after first activation. In longer bid runs, there are

disproportionately more bids placed after first activation. In Q1, the number of bids per

link placed before and after activation is nearly the same – 2.57 and 2.15, respectively.

In contrast, the relative frequency of bids placed after first activation explodes for higher

quartiles: 8.44 versus 17.04 in Q3; and 10.76 versus 43 in Q4. This suggests that long bid

runs arise when (some) players haggle hard after activation, and this in turn may explain

why long bid runs are less successful on average. Furthermore, we see that players haggle

down in this phase of the bid run: when we examine the relative frequency of increasing vs.

decreasing bids after activation, we see that decreasing bids become more frequent: 45% of

all bids are now decreasing compared to 24% before activation (see Column 1). As in panel

B, this pattern remains remarkably stable across quartiles.

To sum up the evidence, we find that, when covert bargaining is allowed, most players

engage in a slow bidding-up strategy to reveal profitable transactions without giving too

much to the other players or auctioneer. While this behavioral strategy increases efficiency

54In Table 3 we restrict to bids placed in Round 1, but we use the information from round 0 to determine
whether the bid is above/below the previous one.
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with respect to the sealed-bid scenario, it is gradual. This can become a disadvantage when

bargaining is slow, costly or constrained (in terms of attention or time). We also uncover

a form of friction arising from the fact that players bargain too hard in an attempt to

appropriate more surplus. This is particularly noticeable in long bid runs: (some) players

seem to take activation as a signal that others are willing to contribute and they continue to

revise their bid in an effort to appropriate surplus away from other players and the auctioneer.

6 Concluding remarks

With a few notable exceptions, much of the existing literature on the efficiency of decentral-

ized markets is theory-based (e.g., Kirschsteiger et al. 2005; Kagel et al. 2010; Condorelli et

al. 2017; Agranov and Elliot 2021). Bargaining games with little structure and hidden infor-

mation have received less attention than auctions, possibly because they are less amenable

to clear-cut theoretical predictions. To help fill this gap in the literature, we design a labo-

ratory experiment to explore the surplus division and the behavioral strategies of players in

a bargaining market where bids remain confidential.

We implement a new class of covert bargaining protocols without commitment, and we

find find that they double the efficiency margins with respect to a take-it-or-leave-it simul-

taneous auction, mostly to the profit of players (and in particular, buyers) rather than the

silent auctioneer. This is driven by the fact that participants experiment through a cautious

and gradual strategy of incremental bids – a strategy that is expedited in an unconstrained

bargaining environment. Still, not all profitable transactions are realized, which confirms

the private information penalty documented in previous theoretical and empirical studies.

We are able to associate this penalty with two main behavioral drivers. First, buyers haggle

hard as they try to extract an unreasonable share of surplus. This behavior stands in con-

trast with that of sellers, who ask for a more modest reservation price. Second, a minority

of participants continue bargaining long after a transaction is provisionally formed, and this

jeopardizes the likelihood of reaching a deal.

Our paper has practical relevance for the design of online marketplaces, either for trading

or for philanthropic giving (e.g., Carrol 2019). Our findings show that decentralized covert

bargaining can be implemented in an orderly and anonymous way. The covert bargaining

protocols we propose are novel and operational: since they impose just a minimal amount

of structure to keep information private, they eschew the thorny issue of manipulation of

reported preferences.55 Many digital platforms currently admit some limited bargaining

55One practical difficulty in the centralized matching literature is the need for participants to reveal their
preferences over the set of alternatives, which renders the mechanism vulnerable to manipulation of reported
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action, but technology advances would allow them to integrate more complex bargaining

features of the kind we studied here.56 Our bargaining protocols are versatile, they can be

run in different formats and can be scaled up to operate in large markets.57 They also allow

for the remuneration of the trading platform, which incentivizes service provision.58 Should

a market for multilateral bargaining platforms develop, our results provide useful insights

for policy makers willing to regulate the industry – notably on which mechanisms are more

efficient.

Our design lays the groundwork for future extensions in two directions. First, in the

current experiment, transactions are independent and participants do not compete over

them. This assumption provides us a straightforward efficiency metric. But it only describes

bargaining markets where the demand is (locally) thin. Yet, the main appeal of allowing

multiple simultaneous trades is that different goods could be substitutes. The bargaining

protocols we propose can accommodate that since, when goods are substitute, bargaining

without commitment may avoid agents getting stuck with sub-optimal early deals (Niederle

and Roth 2009). We know from earlier work (e.g., Comola and Fafchamps 2018) that lab-

oratory subjects perform well in matching games of substitutes without transfers. It may

therefore be possible for subjects to do well in a game that combines both features: com-

petition over goods and haggling over price. This would bring our results about bargaining

behavior closer to the complex features of real-life markets.

Second, even though transactions are represented visually to subjects as a graph, our

experiment does not examine the topology of the resulting network or its externalities, since

there is no resale or transfer across nodes. Yet, our work opens a new avenue of inquiry into

network formation games (e.g., Currarini and Morelli 2000; Baccara et al. 2012; Agranov et

al. 2021). Link formation with transfers has a natural interpretation in terms of a buyer-seller

rankings (e.g., Roth and Peranson 1999; Lee 2017; Bodoh-Creed 2020).
56For instance, Ebay and many fundraising platforms (e.g., GoFundMe, GiveDirect, Kickstarter) currently

allow for auction-format item listings. Search engines and digital social networks (including Taobao and
Facebook) sell online advertising space through second price auctions (e.g., Edelman et al. 2007; Abraham
et al. 2020). Some platforms for in-person services (e.g., Care.com) initiate bilateral bargaining among
clients: the platform establishes the match, but users negotiate terms and prices in private.

57As for the versatility, the platform/auctioneer could switch off bargaining from one side. For instance,
the protocol could accommodate a setting of crowdfunding and/or philanthropic giving (i.e. one seller fixes
a monetary objective that is attained through bids/donations, whose amount is not revealed). As for the
scale-up, sequential protocols could be implemented in markets with many participants but few items for
sale. Similarly, the simultaneous protocol is fit for large markets with many participants and many items, as
long as each participant is only interested in a small number of items – which they could be asked to specify
beforehand in order to be allowed to bid.

58In our current design, the silent auctioneer fixes a threshold of total bids of 1 to implement a transaction.
This minimum fee serves to remunerate the platform, and it can be set to any number as desired. A large
positive threshold increases the auctioneer’s surplus on deals. A negative threshold can be used to subsidize
certain transactions, such as those generating positive externalities for society at large.
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network (e.g., Mutuswami and Winter 2002; Choi et al. 2017). Extending our framework

to allow players to derive utility from indirect links would provide valuable information in

strategic settings such as diffusion games, information flows, and competition.
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Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Efficiency and surplus
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Figure 2: Efficiency and surplus, low-value transactions (vij < 10)
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Figure 3: Efficiency and surplus, high-value transactions (vij ≥ 10)
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Table 1: Statistics by role

type treat. N

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
mean # active # bids # losing # bids mean

vkij players placed bids vkij − 1 gkij,T
All All 10560 0.82 4711 13331 301 1251 0.62

vkij = 0

All 5852 0.00 499 1302 156 67 0.00

TA 1262 0.00 63 63 29 9 0.00

TB 1501 0.00 167 497 45 29 0.01

TC 1681 0.00 130 269 50 15 -0.01

TD 1408 0.00 139 473 32 14 0.01

vkij > 0

All 3014 6.00 2576 8325 0 423 2.13

TA 903 6.00 654 654 0 33 1.11

TB 750 5.97 689 2232 0 147 2.58

buyers
TC 557 6.18 516 1387 0 74 2.44

TD 804 5.90 717 4052 0 169 2.63

vkij < 0

All 1694 -5.55 1636 3704 145 761 0.07

TA 475 -5.81 439 439 56 154 -0.09

TB 389 -5.26 385 993 25 193 0.20

sellers
TC 402 -5.37 393 795 35 211 0.05

TD 428 -5.68 419 1477 29 203 0.14
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Table 2: Profit margins by role

(1) (2) (3)

dep. var.: bkij,g
(bid by player k on transaction ij in game g)

bids first last last

treatments All All TB, TC , TD

vk−ij 1.404*** 1.327*** 1.353***

margin [40.4%] [32.7%] [35.3%]

(0.124) (0.125) (0.143)

vk+
ij 0.192*** 0.302*** 0.334***

margin [80.8%] [69.8%] [66.6%]

(0.014) (0.017) (0.020)

S 0.024 0.025* 0.022

(0.021) (0.014) (0.020)

Tg yes yes yes

λs yes yes yes

Const. -0.101 -0.451* -0.289

(0.344) (0.224) (0.202)

Obs 10,560 10,560 7,920

R-sq 0.287 0.341 0.307

Notes: OLS results reported. vk−ij = vkij if vkij < 0 and 0

otherwise. vk+ij = vkij if vkij > 0 and 0 otherwise. We control

for game order S (from 1 to 8), treatment dummies Tg , and
session-level fixed effects λs. Wild-bootstrapped p-values in
parentheses, clustered at the unique group level. *** p<0.01,
** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Figure 4: Dynamics of cumulative bids in TD
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Table 3: Statistics on bids in TD, before and after activation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Quartile all Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

length (n. of ticks) all 1-9 10-19 20-34 35+

n. bids 4995 1155 1488 1223 1129

panel A: transactions

n. transactions 425 245 111 48 21

mean vij 5.21 4.60 5.39 6.88 7.52

% deals 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.29

panel B: bids placed before activation

n. bids 1947 629 687 405 226

bids per transaction 4.58 2.57 6.19 8.44 10.76

% unique/first bids 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.05

% of increasing bids 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.73

% increasing by 1 unit 0.55 0.55 0.56 0.50 0.58

% of decreasing bids 0.24 0.22 0.26 0.25 0.22

% decreasing by 1 unit 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.14 0.14

panel C: bids placed after activation

n. bids 3048 526 801 818 903

bids per transaction 7.17 2.15 7.22 17.04 43.00

% unique/first bids 0.04 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.01

% of increasing bids 0.51 0.44 0.47 0.53 0.57

% increasing by 1 unit 0.44 0.38 0.43 0.47 0.47

% of decreasing bids 0.45 0.46 0.48 0.44 0.42

% decreasing by 1 unit 0.34 0.40 0.41 0.33 0.26
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Online Appendix A: Experimental Instructions

A.1 Visual Layout

We now describe the main features of the experiment’s visual layout. The four images below

(A.1 to A.4) are screenshots from the game’s interface that are included in the instructions

for participants. Since the experiment is implemented in French, a legend with corresponding

French and English terms is provided on the right side of each figure.59 A complete translation

of the instructions for players, with reference to these pictures, is given in Section A.2 below.

General interface

Players appear as nodes arranged in a circle (or hexagon) with the player herself always

positioned at the bottom of the circle (‘ME’). Each player is represented by a letter identifier,

and both the letter identifiers and the position of the players are reshuffled from one game

to the next. Transactions are visually represented as links between nodes. The links that

are currently active – i.e., for which the total bid is currently positive – are displayed as a

thick solid line. Those that are inactive are displayed as a thin dotted line. The links that

cannot be formed are not shown, i.e., they have no line.

Gain tag

Above each link is a tag reporting the hypothetical gain the player would derive from it,

based on her current bid, should the link be formed at the end of the game. This is simply

computed as her value for the transaction minus the last bid she made on it.60 These gains

are color-coded: positive gains appears in green; negative gains appear in red. The activation

status of the link is disclosed via the line pattern: the line representing the link and the lines

contouring the tag turn from dotted to solid when the link is activated, and the words on the

tag appear in bold. For instance, in Figure A.4, link A-C is activated. This design, which

is the result of careful research, offers the advantage of presenting the state of play in an

intuitive way: all the relevant information is instantaneously available to players in an easily

understandable format.

59In the instructions, we have chosen to represent only screenshots from the trial games, with 7 links
instead of 10.

60Note that this is not the same naming convention used in the analysis, where we define the gain as 0
whenever bij,t < 1 (see Section 2.1). However, for the sake of the interface and instructions we found it more
appealing to display at any moment the difference between value and current bid (which corresponds to the
hypothetical gain if the transaction took place), since the activation status is conveyed to players through
line patterns as explained below.
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Bargaining process

The bidding process is as follows. While a transaction is being auctioned (either because

it’s its turn in TB and Tc, or because the player selects it in TD), the (solid or dotted) line

representing the link gets highlighted, the nodes at the link’s end turn red, and a dialog

box opens in the middle of the screen. This dialog box contains two pieces of information:

the value for the player (which is set exogenously and cannot be changed); and the player’s

current bid. Players can bid on links involving themselves with either an offer – a positive

number – or a request – a negative number. For example, in Figure A.2 and A.3, player E

has opened the dialog box for link E-D which has value +3 to her, and she is contemplating

an offer of 2 units (Figure A.2) or a request of 2 units (Figure A.3).61 Players can also bid

on transactions that do not involve them, but in this case their bid has to be positive, i.e.,

no ’request’ option is available on the dialog box (Figure A.4, for link A-B). No constraint

is imposed on the magnitude of bids made by subjects.

At the beginning of a game, no link is activated and the default value of all bids is set to

zero. In games that include multiple rounds, the player’s bid in the immediately preceding

round becomes the default starting bid in the following round.

61In Figures A.2 and A.3, player E has not validated her bid yet with the OK located within the dialog
box. Thus, the tag on the link still reports the gain of 3 which is the gain associated with the default bid of
0. The link E-D is currently not activated, so the link and tag lines appear dotted.
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Figure A.1

Figure A.2
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Figure A.3

Figure A.4
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A.2 Instructions to subjects62

Thank you for participating in this experiment about decision making. Please turn off your

phone and put it away. You are not allowed to communicate with other participants during

the session unless you are invited to do so by an experimenter, or you will be disqualified

from the payment. All your decisions stay anonymous.

Today you will play a game whose rules are explained in what follows. You will receive 10

euros for showing up on time. In addition, you can accumulate earnings during the session

according to your decisions and those of the other participants. At the end of the session,

your earnings will be converted into euros and paid out in cash in private. Your earnings

will remain confidential.

Description of the game

General framework

This is a link-formation game between 6 players, who are located around a circle and labeled

with the letters A, B, C, D, E, and F.

You are always the player at the bottom of the circle: your icon is indicated by ‘ME’ as

well as by your letter identifier.

• Example: in Figure 1-3 you are player E.

All the links that can be formed are displayed with a dotted line on the graph.

• Example: in Figure 1-3 the links between E-F, and E-A cannot be formed.

When a link is formed, it appears with a thick, solid black line, and it is visible to all players.

• Example: in Figure 4, the link A-C is formed.

Gain

On each link you will see a tag with a dotted or solid frame, which contains a piece of

information, the ‘gain’. If you click on the tag, the two players at the link’s ends are

displayed in red and a dialog box appears (Figure 2).

62Translated from French. Figures 1 to 4 in the instructions correspond to the Figures A.1 to A.4.
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Value

The first piece of information in this dialog box is the ‘value’, which indicates how much you

are remunerated if this link is formed by the end of the game. The value remains constant

during the game, and it can be positive or negative (a negative value represents a loss).

• Please note that the values are independent for each player. So, if the E-D link has a

value of 3 for you (as in Figure 2), it does not mean that it has value 3 for the others!

• You only know your own values, not those of the other players.

Bids

The second piece of information in the dialog box is the ‘bid’, which indicates the amount

you are offering or requesting for the link to be formed. This is your decision variable during

the game: you are free to place bids in order to form links.

• If a link concerns you directly, you can place positive bids (offers) – i.e., you

offer to pay for the link to be formed – or negative bids (requests) – i.e., you ask

compensation for the link to be formed. Example: in Figure 2, to form the E-D link,

you can place either an offer or a request (i.e. a positive or a negative bid).

• If a link does not directly concern you, you can only place positive bids

(offers) – i.e. you can only offer to pay for the link to be formed. Example: in Figure

4, to form the link A-B, you can only make an offer.

• You can place bids as you wish. This means that you are not obliged to place bids

on links that directly concern you, and that you can place bids on links between third

players.

• You can choose the amount of the bids as you wish, without limits (except those set

by the above rules).

• You do not observe the bids of other players.

Link formation and gain

At any point in the game, if the sum of the bids by all players for a given link is strictly

positive, then the link is formed. That is, if the sum of all positive bids (offers) exceeds

the negative bids (requests), the link is formed. Still, players may be able to revise their

bids later on, and thus as the game unfolds formed links can be deleted if the sum of bids

becomes negative.
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When a link is formed, the tag appears with a solid frame line (Figure 4: for link A-C

both the link line and the gain tag appear with a solid rather than a dotted line).

Your final gain only depends on the links that are formed by the end of the

game: it is zero if the link is not formed, and it is based on your last bid if the link is

formed. There are four possible cases:

1. If a link is not formed: Final Gain = 0

2. If your current bid is positive (offer) and the link is formed: Final Gain = Value –

Offer

3. If your current bid is negative (request) and the link is formed: Final Gain = Value

+ Request

4. If your current bid is zero (no bid) and the link is formed: Final Gain = Value

Example: In Figure 2 your value for the E-D link is +3. If you place a positive bid (offer)

of 2, your gain for the E-D link would be 3 - 2 = 1 if this link is formed by the end of the

game. If you place a negative bid (request) of 2 (Figure 3), your gain would be 3 + 2 = 5 if

the link is formed by the end of the game.

Positive gains are displayed in green on the tag, negative gains are displayed in red.

• Example: in Figure 4 the gain for A-C is negative (red), while the gain for E-D is

positive (green).

Your total gain of the game is the sum of the gains for all links that are formed at the end

of the game.

• Example: if the B-C link is formed and then deleted before the end of the game, it will

be considered ‘non-existent’, i.e., as not being formed, for the purpose of calculating

the game’s total gains.

Phases of the game

The game is organized in two phases.

First phase

You start the first phase with no links formed. You now have time to place your bids in the

order you wish. To place a bid, click on the link tag, the dialog box opens, and enter your

bid.

Careful:
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• you must click on the tag that contains the gain, not on the line!

• when you enter a bid, be sure to validate your choice by pressing the OK button within

the dialog box. Validated choices appear in light blue.

Once you have finished placing your bids, click the OK button at the bottom of the screen

to move on to the second phase of the game.

Second phase

Once you have completed the first phase of the game, you move on to the second phase.

During this phase, you will have the opportunity (or not) to revise your bids according to

one of 4 scenarios described below.

The relevant scenario is only announced at the beginning of the second phase. This

means that in the first phase, you do not know if and how you will have the opportunity to

revise your bids.

Scenario A

In Scenario A, the bids from the first phase are final. This means that:

• the links for which the sum of all bids in the first phase is positive are formed,

• the total gains of the game is calculated for each player on the basis of the links formed.

Scenario B

In Scenario B, the game starts with the bids from the first phase, but you have the oppor-

tunity to revise them, one link at a time.

Scenario B is organized into several rounds. In each round, the computer visits all the

links (in a random order that changes from round to round), and one link at a time appears

in red:

• when a link appears in red, the corresponding dialog box pops up and you can revise

your bid freely. You can change your bid even if you did not place any bid in the first

phase!

• you have at least 10 seconds to enter your new bid (longer if the other players also

revise their bids). When time runs out, the dialog box turns gray.
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Example: in Figure 4, link A-C is formed, link A-B is currently being revised, and time is

elapsing (because the background color of the dialog box is gray).

Stopping rule:

• The game ends before the 6th round if during an entire round the bids of all players

do not change;

• At the end of the 6th and 7th rounds the game ends with 50% probability, and at the

end of the 8th round the game is forced to an end (even if some bids have changed

within the round).

Scenario C

In Scenario C, you have the opportunity to revise the bids from the first phase one link at

a time, as in Scenario B.

All rules are the same as in Scenario B, except for the stopping rule:

• The game ends before the 6th round, if during a whole round the links do not change;

• At the end of the 6th and 7th rounds the game ends with 50% probability, and at the

end of the 8th round the game is forced to an end.

The difference is that in scenario B the game stops when the bids stay the same, and in

scenario C it stops when the links stay the same.

Example: imagine that in round 2 you make an offer of 4 for link A-C and the link is

formed, and in round 3 you lower your offer to 3. All other players do not change their bids

in round 3, and the sum of bids for this link remains positive. In Scenario B, the game does

not end yet, and you proceed to round 4. In Scenario C, the game ends with round 3.

Scenario D

In Scenario D, the game starts from the bids of the first phase, and you have the opportunity

to revise your bids for all links simultaneously.

This means that there is no division between rounds and it is your responsibility to click

on the tag of the links you want to revise. You can do this freely, in any order, and as many

times as you like.

The links that are currently formed (because the sum of the bids is positive) are displayed

in real time, i.e. you can see thick lines appearing and disappearing in real time.
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If you do not make any changes for (at least) 20 seconds, the game stops. This time is

longer if the other players also make changes. When the time runs out, the screen turns

gray.

The session’s unfolding

In today’s session you will take a preliminary quiz, and then you will start with 3 trial games

(to get used to the software). You will play scenarios B, C and D (in that order).

After the trial games, you will play 8 games.

In each game, the players you play with remain the same, but the letter identifiers will

change. That is:

• You may be called D during the first game, and A during the second;

• You never know how the other players changed positions (i.e., the player named C

during the first game may be named D in the second game, etc.).

End of the session

At the end of the session, you will be asked to answer a short final questionnaire. Your

answers are anonymous and confidential.

After the questionnaire, you will receive information about your total gains in each of

the 8 games. The computer will draw 2 games out of 8 and your earnings will be calculated

based on the total gain from these two games. Your total gain in the trial games will not be

taken into account.

The payment rule is as follows: 10 euros fixed payment + 0.5 euros for each point.

To get paid and leave the room, you have to wait (silently) until we call you.

——

Please review these instructions carefully. If you have any questions, please raise your

hand. We will come to you immediately to answer your questions in private.
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Online Appendix B: Theoretical motivation

In our experiment, players can engage simultaneously in multiple independent trading games.

In what follows we focus on the benchmark scenario where two players negotiate one trans-

action under private information. We first discuss the case where only sealed bids (i.e.

take-it-or-leave-it offers) are allowed, and derive the efficiency bounds if bids are placed by

the buyer only, the seller only, or both players simultaneously. We then claim that a setting

of bargaining without commitment eludes a theoretical characterization in terms of ex-post

efficiency.

Consider a simple example with one seller, one buyer, and one unit of the unique good.

The privately-known reservation values of the seller and buyer are denoted ts and tb, respec-

tively: the seller needs to receive at least ts to cover the cost of producing and selling the

good, and the buyer needs to pay at most tb to gain. Both ts and tb are independently drawn

from the same uniform distribution which, without loss of generality, we posit to span the

[0, 1] interval. While ts and tb are private knowledge to the seller and buyer, respectively,

both hold uninformative – i.e., uniform – priors over the [0, 1] interval about the private

valuation of the other.63 Seller and buyer both get a payoff of 0 in case of no sale. Trade is

profitable whenever ts < tb, which happens 50% of the time.

Let us first consider the market design in which the seller makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer

to the buyer at price ps.
64 The offer that maximizes the seller’s profit solves the following

well-known optimization problem (e.g., Myersson 1981):

Maxps≥ts(1− ps)(ps − ts)

where 1 − ps = Pr(tb ≥ ps) is the probability of selling the good. The optimal price offer

is p∗s = 1+ts
2

. Since p∗s > ts for all ts < 1, ex post efficiency is not achieved: Pr(ts ≤ tb) >

Pr(p∗s ≤ tb) and half of the mutually beneficial trades do not occur.

The situation is similar if it is the buyer who makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer. In that

case, the optimization problem of the buyer is:

Maxpb≤tbpb(tb − pb)

where pb = Pr(ts ≤ pb) is the probability of buying. The optimal buying price offer is

63As pointed out in the main text, subjects in our experimental setting are not explicitly told how valuations
are drawn. But since in all examples they see during training include valuations for internal players drawn
from the [−10, 10] interval, it is not far fetched to assume that their priors are uniformly distributed over
that interval.

64This is equivalent to setting a reservation price in an auction to a single buyer.
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p∗b = tb
2

, which similarly rules out half of the feasible trades. We also note that, in the seller

case, all price requests are 1/2 or above while in the buyer case, all price offers are 1/2 or

below. Who makes the offer thus has massive implication for the distribution of surplus.

We now turn to a setting of a bilateral auction where both seller and buyer make simulta-

neously a take-it-or-leave-it offer and a trade occurs only if ps ≤ pb. To facilitate comparison

with our experimental results, we solve the Nash equilibrium for when the difference pb− ps
goes to the silent auctioneer – i.e., if a sale takes place, the seller gets the requested price

ps and the buyer pays the offered price pb. In this case, the equilibrium offers are the joint

solutions to two optimization problems of the form:

Maxps≥tsPr(p̃b ≥ ps)(ps − ts)

Maxpb≤tbPr(pb ≥ p̃s)(tb − pb)

where p̃b is unknown to – but taken as given by – the seller and p̃s is unknown to – but taken

as given by – the buyer. Given that private values are uniformly distributed, Pr(p̃b ≥ ps) =

pmaxb −ps where pmaxb is the maximum price that the buyer offers and Pr(pb ≥ p̃s) = pb−pmins

where pmins is the lowest price the seller offers. This gives

p∗s =
ts + pmaxb

2
and p∗b =

tb + pmins

2

The lowest price the seller offers is when the cost of production is 0, hence pmins = pmaxb /2. The

highest price the buyer offers is when tb = 1, which implies that pmaxb = 1+pmin
s

2
. Combining

the two to obtain the Nash equilibrium, we find that pmins = 1
3

and pmaxb = 2
3
. This in turn

allows us to calculate the highest value of ts at which a sale happens. From the seller’s

participation constraint, it binds when p∗s = ts, that is when ts = pmaxb = 2/3. Above that

price, the seller sells nothing since 2/3 is the maximum price the buyer offers. Hence the

seller makes price offers for ts ∈ [0, 2/3]. Similar calculations for the buyer yield tb ∈ [1/3, 1].

Numerical integration shows the probability of trade to be ∼ 29% in this case.

In our experimental game, players have a brief window of opportunity to renegotiate. This

design has two important advantages: first, it depicts realistically several real-life negotiation

settings (i.e. online purchases, digital and banking services, real estate trades) where agents

can retract. Second, it widens the pool of behavioral strategies that the players could adopt

in the bidding process. As we know from Muthoo (1990), if buyer and seller are allowed to

continue making alternating offers and counter-offers without commitment, any division of

the gains from trade can be sustained as a subgame perfect equilibria of a modified bargaining

model (Rubinstein 1982). This theoretical indeterminacy, which could be seen as a drawback
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from a purely theoretical perspective, motivates our empirical exploration. In our setting,

bargaining can increase ex-post efficiency and the division of gains from trade is an open

question. This key observation forms the starting point of our investigation.
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Online Appendix C: Ancillary results

C.1 The Dynamics of Sequential Bargaining

We now investigate the bidding dynamics in sequential treatments TB and TC , where bargain-

ing in organized into rounds. We observe 3,671 round outcomes over 880 unique transactions.

In analogy with Section 5.1 we estimate a model of the form

bij,r = α +
∑

βλr + λij∗m + εij,tij (3)

where bij,r is the cumulative bid on transaction ij at the end of round r. The regression

includes a set of dummies λr representing the round number (from 1 to 8), and transaction-

per-matrix fixed effects λij∗m (10∗8 = 80 effects) to control for potential confounding effects

correlated with matrix structure. Our estimate of interest is how the predicted values of

the cumulative bid bij,tij evolves over rounds, which we plot in Figure A.5. In the upper-left

panel of the figure we retain all transactions and rounds. In the other three panels we split

the sample according to the length of the ‘bid run’, namely, the length of the bargaining

process for transaction ij measured in total number of rounds: 1-4 rounds (30% of runs),

5-6 rounds (48% of runs), or 7-8 rounds (22% of runs). Results show that cumulative bids

increase with the number of rounds, in line with the dynamics observed in Figure 4. This

is consistent with experimental subjects playing a bidding-up strategy to reveal profitable

transactions. We also remark an increase in noise in the upper tail of the fourth graph (7-8

rounds), which compares well with the non-monotonicity of long bids in Figure 4.
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Figure A.5: Dynamics of cumulative bids in TB and TC
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We conclude by briefly discussing how players react to the information of a transaction

being formed in sequential treatments. Table A.1 below reproduce the content of Table 3 for

bids placed in treatments TB and TC . It confirms all the main findings of Table 3, namely:

most bids placed before activation are increasing, and often increasing by exactly one unit

(67% and 49% respectively for all transactions confounded). After activation the situation

reverses, and most bids are decreasing (54%), to a large extent by exactly one unit (42%).

That is, approximately half of subjects respond to a formed transactions by decreasing their

bid in the hope to extract more surplus. These statistics remain remarkably stable across

quantiles (from Q1 to Q3, defined as above), and are in line with evidence on discovery and

appropriation discussed for the simultaneous bargaining treatment.
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Table A.1: Statistics on bids in TB and TC before vs. after activation

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Quartile all Q1 Q2 Q3

length (n. of rounds) all 1-4 5-6 7-8

n. bids 4318 659 2577 1082

panel A: transactions

n. transactions 880 260 430 190

mean vij 4.22 2.62 4.41 5.97

% deals 0.4 0.28 0.43 0.51

panel B: bids placed before activation

n. bids 2804 505 1668 631

bids per transaction 3.19 1.94 3.88 3.32

% unique/first bids 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.08

% of increasing bids 0.67 0.69 0.65 0.71

% increasing by 1 unit 0.49 0.50 0.47 0.53

% of decreasing bids 0.22 0.18 0.24 0.21

% decreasing by 1 unit 0.16 0.12 0.16 0.17

panel C: bids placed after activation

n. bids 1514 154 909 451

bids per transaction 1.72 0.59 2.11 2.37

% unique/first bids 0.09 0.16 0.07 0.10

% of increasing bids 0.37 0.32 0.38 0.39

% increasing by 1 unit 0.28 0.19 0.28 0.32

% of decreasing bids 0.54 0.53 0.55 0.51

% decreasing by 1 unit 0.42 0.39 0.43 0.41
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Figure A.6: Efficiency and surplus, two-sided transactions
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 Note :  Standard errors shown in red. Yellow triangles in panel D represent the auctioneer surplus if all transactions yielded the minimal fee of 1.
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Figure A.7: Efficiency and surplus, many-sided transactions
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 Note :  Standard errors shown in red. Yellow triangles in panel D represent the auctioneer surplus if all transactions yielded the minimal fee of 1.
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Figure A.8: The cost of renegotiation
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Table A.2: Number of bids

(1) (2)

Dep var: # bkij,g (number of bids by

player k on transaction ij in game g)

treatments All TB, TC , TD

sellerkij 1.648*** 1.884***

(0.101) (0.132)

buyerkij 2.188*** 2.748***

(0.143) (0.184)

| vkij | 0.065*** 0.087***

(0.014) (0.019)

S -0.038 -0.042

(0.044) (0.052)

Tg yes yes

λs yes yes

Const. -0.770*** 0.109

(0.158) (0.132)

Obs 10,560 7,920

R-sq 0.266 0.278

Notes: OLS results reported. The dummy sellerkij
equals one if vkij < 0, and the dummy buyerkij equals

one if vkij > 0 (vkij = 0 omitted). We control for | vkij |,
game order S (from 1 to 8), treatment dummies Tg ,
and session-level fixed effects λs. Wild-bootstrapped
p-values in parentheses, clustered at the unique group
level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table A.3: Number of bids, split of buyers

(1) (2)

Dep var: # bkij,g (number of bids by

player k on transaction ij in game g)

treatments All TB, TC , TD
sellerkij 1.647*** 1.886***

(0.100) (0.132)

buyerk,intij 2.231*** 2.592***

(0.148) (0.177)

buyerk,extij 2.140*** 2.982***

(0.233) (0.338)

| vkij | 0.065*** 0.087***

(0.014) (0.020)

S -0.039 -0.039

(0.043) (0.049)

Tg yes yes

λs yes yes

Const. -0.762*** 0.881***

(0.144) (0.278)

Obs 10,560 7,920

R-sq 0.266 0.279

Notes: OLS results reported. The dummy sellerkij equals

one if vkij < 0, buyerk,int
ij equals one if vkij > 0 and k = i or

j, and buyerk,extij equals one if vkij > 0 and k 6= i, j (vkij = 0

omitted). We control for | vkij |, game order S (from 1 to

8), treatment dummies Tg , and session-level fixed effects
λs. Wild-bootstrapped p-values in parentheses, clustered
at the unique group level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table A.4: Magnitude of bids, split of buyers

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dep var: bkij,g (bid by player k on transaction ij in game g)

bids first last last last, censored

treatments All All TB, TC , TD TB, TC , TD
vk−ij 1.403*** 1.326*** 1.351*** 1.357***

margin [40.3%] [32.6%] [35.1%] [35.7%]

(0.124) (0.125) (0.144) (0.143)

vk+,int
ij 0.119*** 0.222*** 0.246*** 0.377***

margin [88.1%] [77.8%] [75.4%] [62.3%]

(0.022) (0.021) (0.023) (0.016)

vk+,ext
ij 0.274*** 0.392*** 0.465*** 0.456***

margin [72.6%] [60.8%] [53.5%] [54.4%]

(0.013) (0.019) (0.023) (0.024)

S 0.031 0.032** 0.034* 0.021

(0.022) (0.014) (0.018) (0.018)

Tg yes yes yes yes

λs yes yes yes yes

Const. -0.186 -0.544** -0.357* -0.171

(0.348) (0.230) (0.205) (0.177)

Obs 10,560 10,560 7,920 7,679

R-sq 0.288 0.343 0.310 0.329

Notes: OLS results reported. vk−ij = vkij if vkij < 0 and 0 otherwise. vk+,int
ij = vkij

if vkij > 0 and k = i or j, and 0 otherwise. vk+,ext
ij = vkij if vkij > 0 and k 6= i, j,

and 0 otherwise. We control for game order S (from 1 to 8), treatment dummies
Tg , and session-level fixed effects λs. Wild-bootstrapped p-values in parentheses,
clustered at the unique group level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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